Caries is a chronic infectious disease affecting both children and adults worldwide. Research within the last decade suggests that caries be treated as a preventable disease with emphasis placed on early detection and minimally invasive intervention to preserve healthy tooth structure.

The advent of fluoridation has caused caries to "underground," making fissure caries more challenging to diagnose. The "watch and wait" philosophy is not effective, because often enough the decision to treat the tooth is decided after the caries process had been well established. Subsurface decay may then progress to the point of extensive excavation and loss of valuable tooth structure.

Traditional caries detection modes, visual, tactile and radiographic techniques, are quantitative, subject to operator interpretation and can produce varied diagnoses. Treatment and prevention of dental caries requires new strategies by the dental team. The adjunctive use of laser fluorescence by DIAGNOdent raises early caries diagnosis beyond 90 percent.

What is laser fluorescence and how does it work?
Laser fluorescence is the use of visible light dispersed according to its wavelength. Fluorescence occurs as a result of light absorption when electromagnetic radiation comes in contact with tooth structure. When compared with healthy enamel and dentin, fluorescence increases in the presence of caries because lesions that contain cariogenic bacteria show significantly higher fluorescence than those without. Fluorescence is produced when bacterial complexes known as porphyrins are activated by red light.

What is DIAGNOdent and how does it quantify carious lesions?
DIAGNOdent (KaVo, Lake Zurich, Ill.) became available in 2001 allowing clinicians another clinical option for detection of carious lesions including Class I, II, V, and secondary decay existing at amalgam margins and around certain types of sealant materials. The DIAGNOdent is based on the laser fluorescence principle and emitted light is proportional to the scale of the carious lesion, allowing DIAGNOdent to indicate the severity of the lesion.

It operates at a wavelength of 655 nm. At this particular wavelength, clean healthy tooth structure exhibits little or no fluorescence, and results in very low display readings. The DIAGNOdent handheld devices (tabletop and pen versions) emit the laser light and can specify the location and extent of the lesion in tooth structure. As the laser light is emitted on the tooth, the two-way handpiece optics permits the electronic unit to simultaneously quantify the reflected laser light energy. This degree of fluorescence is expressed in a numerical value (0–99) and displayed on the digital screen. An audible tone is emitted from the unit allowing the operator to hear changes in the scale values on the display.

Are there any false positive readings when using the DIAGNOdent?
When used properly, DIAGNOdent is over 90 percent accurate. The device has a high degree of sensitivity, making false positives very uncommon. However, false positives may arise when the operator fails to completely remove stain or debris. To ensure this does not occur on patients with heavy stain such as tobacco or coffee stain, pit and fissures should be treated with an air polisher such as the PROPHYflex® and rinsed thoroughly.

When do you recommend using the DIAGNOdent?
It is recommended that DIAGNOdent be used as an adjunct before placing fissure sealants.

What is the Whole Kit and Caboodle?
On display at www.photomed.net - 24/7

The whole kit and caboodle: Everything, and all of it. That describes PhotoMed. We've got everything you need for clinical photography. PhotoMed clinical camera systems feature the best digital camera equipment available. Shown above are the PhotoMed/Canon G10 and the Canon 50D. We also feature clinical systems built around Canon’s Rebel XS, Rebel XSi, EOS 40D and (soon) the SD Mark II. Go to photomed.net for full info on each of these cameras.

We know that no one likes to spend time reading thick user manuals so your camera is delivered assembled, set and tested along with our concise custom instructions. And we include unlimited phone support and loan equipment if needed.

PhotoMed carries all of the accessories you may need: intraoral mirrors, retractors, contrasters, printers, clinical photography books/training cds (Dr. Chris Ors’s new interactive dental photography CD is a great way to train your staff) and recreational lenses from Sigma (the new 18-200 DC OS lens is a nice choice). Visit our website. Give us a call. Come see us at a dental meeting (there’s a complete list of upcoming meetings at www.photomed.net). We know you’ll like us.

www.photomed.net - 800.998.7765
The Leading Amalgam Separation Company SolmeteX®
Introduces the New Single Source Waste Compliance Program

The new Single Source Waste Compliance Program includes the disposal of regulated dental waste, and will satisfy regulatory compliance between OSHA and the EPA. Your customized kit includes:

- OSHA training kit & manual
- Photo Chemical Recovery
- Amalgam Recovery
- Lead Foil Recovery
- Bio-hazard Disposal
- Sharps Disposal

The Hg5 Amalgam Separation Series is:

- Easy to use & virtually maintenance-free
- Affordable & cost-efficient
- Flexible & transparent
- Supported by responsive experts
- Environmentally friendly
- ISO 11143 Certified at greater than 99%

SolmeteX®
recommends Sultan Purevac
Hg Line Cleaner

Present this ad at the Greater NY Show at the SolmeteX Booth # 4901 and receive a $50 gift card upon verified purchase of Amalgam Separator or new Waste Compliance Program.

Name of Dentist ________________________________
Address ______________________________________
Phone ____________________________
Your dealer ___________________________

For information about all SolmeteX products, contact your local dental dealer,
www.solmetex.com/dental.html

A Layne Christensen Company
50 Bearfoot Rd, Northborough, MA 01532
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